Effects of nitrogen status on leaf anatomy, chlorophyll content and canopy reflectance of paddy rice
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ABSTRACT. Precision agriculture can reduce the environmental pollution that results from over application of nitrogen (N) fertilizers by acquiring timely N status assessments of field plants through remote sensing techniques. To establish effective remote sensing models for plant N assessment, we carried out experiments using different rates of N fertilizer and examined changes in leaf anatomical characteristics, chlorophyll content and canopy reflectance behavior at the panicle initiation stage of paddy rice (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67). Results showed that plants with higher N content not only had higher chlorophyll content but also had thicker, flatter and more turgid leaves, which enhances visible light absorption while stimulating near-infrared reflection. Derivative type predictors, using the transition region from red and near-infrared wavebands, not only accounted for the changes in leaf chlorophyll content and structures induced by varied N content, but helped eliminate background soil interferences. Therefore, derivative type predictors may be more appropriate than reflectance values at specific band(s) and band ratios in establishing a robust model for plant N status assessment.
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INTRODUCTION

Rice yields are closely related to the nitrogen (N) status of plants prior to their heading stage (Cui and Lee, 2002; Ntanos and Koutroubas, 2002). However, over application of N fertilizers has caused many environmental pollution problems. Site-specific soil and crop management (SSCM), also known as precision agriculture, is a farming system that considers the spatial and temporal variability in soil properties and crop productivity (Mulla and Schepner, 1997). This farming system is expected to improve the efficiency and efficacy of fertilization, particularly in reducing the environmental pollution that results from over application of N fertilizers (Cassman et al., 2002; Raun et al., 2002; Hong et al., 2006).

Remote sensing plays a valuable role in providing spatial and time-critical information for precision agriculture, due to its potential capabilities in measuring biophysical indicators and detecting spatial variability (Guyot, 1990). Many researchers have tried to utilize visible and near-infrared spectral responses to assess rice plant N status. Shibayama and Akiyama (1986) found that reflectance values at 620 nm and 760 nm (regression with two variables) or 400 nm, 620 nm and 880 nm (regression with three variables) correlated well with leaf N concentration. They found a linear relationship between the measured and the predicted values for various types and cultivars of rice. Takebe et al. (1990) stated that green color intensity values and total N content of the second leaf from the top of rice plants were highly correlated. Inoue et al. (1998) reported a close relationship between the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) of R₁₁₀₀ and R₅₆₀ [(R₁₁₀₀-R₅₆₀)/(R₁₁₀₀+R₅₆₀)] and leaf N accumulation per unit ground area (LNA) in rice when LNA was lower than 3 g m⁻². Xue et al. (2004) suggested that the reflectance ratio of 810 nm to 560 nm (R₈₁₀/R₅₆₀) was linearly related to total leaf N accumulation, independent of N level and growth stage. Lee et al. (2008) showed that the first derivative of the canopy reflectance spectrum at 735 nm (dR/dλ|₇₃₅) was linearly related to plant N concentrations measured at the panicle formation stage, and remained valid over season, year and location changes.

Thus, practical and usable remote sensing techniques for tissue monitoring and precision management of N nutrition seem to be promising for rice crops. In-depth studies on changes in internal leaf structure, morphological characteristics and optical properties in response to plant N status could provide physiological and anatomical explanations for the observed reflectance spectral response to N application. The correlation between leaf anatomy and
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canopy reflectance, however, along with other information, is not yet clear for rice. The amount of N absorbed during the early phase of panicle formation (from panicle primordial initiation to spikelet initiation) contributes to the differentiation of branches and spikelets (Mae, 1997). The nitrogen absorbed during the late phase of panicle formation increases the hull size and percentage of filled grains by decreasing the number of degenerated spikelets, and contributes to grain filling by increasing specific leaf weight and N content in leaves. Therefore, assessing the N status of rice plants at the panicle initiation/formation stage is critical when determining the potential yield. The objectives of this research were to investigate changes in internal leaf structure, total chlorophyll content and canopy reflectance of rice plants as a function of N status measured at the stage of panicle initiation/formation. Such results may serve as the theoretical basis of reflectance behavior and provide valuable information in selecting more proper predictors for better assessment of plant N status.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two experiments were conducted to examine leaf anatomical characteristics, total chlorophyll content, and canopy reflectance behavior as a function of N status on rice (*Oryza sativa* L.) grown in fields. The cultivar chosen for the experiments was Tainung 67, a semi-dwarf japonica variety used in more than 70% of paddy fields across Taiwan and whose growth and yield production are known to be susceptible to N application rates (Juang and Huang, 1984).

Changes in canopy reflectance spectra (330-1,100 nm), internal leaf structure and anatomical characteristics, as affected by plant N status, were determined in Experiment I, conducted at the Taiwan Agricultural Research Institute (TARI) experimental farm in Wufeng (23°30' N, 120°42' E) during both 2001 cropping seasons. Three field plots (replicates), each 0.5-ha in size and divided into four equal-area blocks (25 m wide and 50 m long) laid out side-by-side, were set up. Seedlings at the three- to four-leaf stage were machine-transplanted, 3-5 plants per hill, at row spacing of 0.3 m and hill distance of 0.18 m. The transplanting date was 6 March 2001 for the first season crop, with a lifespan about 120 days, and on 12 August 2001 for the second season crop, with a lifespan about 110 days. Four different application rates (0, 60, 120, 180 kg N ha⁻¹) of N fertilizer, in the form of ammonium sulfate, were assigned to each of these four blocks. N fertilizer was split into four doses; 25% of each amount distributed as pre-planting basal five days before transplanting; 20% as the first top dressing applied one week (second crop) or two weeks (first crop) after transplanting (WAT); 30% as the second top dressing added three WAT (second crop) or four WAT (first crop); and the remaining 25% was used 20 days before heading (ca. 6-8 WAT). For all N treatments, adequate phosphate (70 kg P₂O₅ ha⁻¹) and potassium (70 kg K₂O ha⁻¹) fertilizers were also applied based on local recommendation; herbicides and pesticides were sprayed during rice growth as needed.

Additional information regarding the changes from leaf chlorophyll content to plant N content was attained during Experiment II, conducted at TARI’s Chiayi Experimental Station farm in Shiko (23°34' N, 120°24' E). The transplanting occurred on 1 March 2003 for the first crop and on 5 August 2003 for the second crop. Plot designs and cultivation practices were applied as in the previous experiment, except that ammonium sulfate was applied at the rates of 0, 45, 90 and 180 kg N ha⁻¹.

Canopy reflectance spectra measurements

A field-portable spectroradiometer (LI-1800, LI-COR, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, USA) connected with a quartz fiber-optic probe (LI-1800-10) and a remote cosine receptor (LI-1800-11) was used to measure canopy reflectance spectrum near the ground. The handheld receptor was pointed downward in a nadir-viewing 1.5 m above the canopy surface to scan the upward reflected radiation. To correct for temporal variation in solar radiation and to reduce sunlight interference, the irradiance spectra of incident sunlight was taken before and after each replicate measurement using the average as the basis for reflectance calculation. Individual waveband reflectance at 2 nm intervals was calculated by dividing the reflected vegetation radiant measurements with the corresponding incident solar radiation measurements.

Measurements were made in targeted regions of each block between 10:00-12:00 a.m. local standard time on days with no overhead cloud cover to avoid the solar angle effects and diffuse light contributions (Lord et al., 1985). Data obtained from each block were averaged and the mean of three replicates that underwent the same treatment was computed. The canopy reflectance data were further aggregated into 10-nm interval wavebands in the 350-1,100 nm range, and the mean reflectance of the rice canopy in waveband regions of blue (425-490 nm, BLUE), green (490-560 nm, GREEN), red (640-740 nm, RED) and near-infrared (740-1,100 nm, NIR) was calculated for analyzing reflectance characteristics in relation to plant N status.

Leaf anatomical characteristic and chlorophyll content measurements

After obtaining canopy spectral measurements, tagged plants at the stage of panicle initiation were sampled from targeted regions of different N-treated blocks in Experiment I, on April 20, 2001 for the first cropping season, and on September 24, 2001 for the second cropping season, Rice from six different mounds was sampled. Fresh weights of the aerial parts (leaf blades and culms) were taken immediately after sampling. Dry weights were measured after oven-drying at 80°C for 72 hours before milling. The powdered samples were passed through a 0.1 mm mesh to determine the total N content of the aerial plant portions using the modified Kjeldahl method (Bremner, 1996) as modified by Lee et al. (2002). Leaf water content
(LWC; %) was calculated as:

\[ \text{LWC} = \left(\frac{\text{FW} - \text{DW}}{\text{DW}}\right) \times 100 \]  

(1)  

where FW and DW were fresh weight and dry weight of the sampled leaves, respectively.

Another three mounds of each treatment were sampled at the same targeted regions the following morning, to minimize dehydration of the dissected tissue and the diurnal swelling/shrinkage cycle (McBurney, 1992). For determining leaf anatomical characteristics, six 10 mm long segments were cut consecutively 100 mm away from the apex of the upper-most fully expanded leaf blades on the main culms, were immediately fixed in FAA solution (formaldehyde: acetic acid:70% ethanol = 5:5:90, v/v/v) (Sass, 1958), then dehydrated in a TBA (tertiary butyl alcohol) series. The completely-dehydrated segments were immersed into paraffin in a 60-62°C oven. The process of paraffin infiltration was done three to four times before embedding samples with a paraffin dispenser (Lecia EG 1120, Leica Microsystems Nussloch GmbH, Germany). Cross-sections of 10 μm thick prepared from a rotary microtome (Leica RM 2135) were stained with 1% safranin-fast green, for discriminating internal leaf structure. For differentiating starch granules, PAS (periodic acid-Schiff’s reaction for carbohydrates) (Jensen, 1962) was also applied. The slides were mounted in balsamo resin (ASSISTENT-Histokit, Hecht Assistant Company, Germany).

Photographs of the tissue samples were taken under a light microscope (New Vanox-S AH-2, Olympus Corp., Japan) operated at magnifications of 150, 300, and 600 X using a digital camera (E5400, Nikon Corp., Japan). Micrographs were prepared using the image analysis software SimplePCI (Compix Inc., Imaging Systems, USA) and the desired anatomical leaf characteristics, including leaf width, leaf thickness, bulliform cells and the mesophyll layer, were identified and quantified for comparison with aerial N content and canopy reflectance. Leaf thickness was measured from the traversed distance across the leaf blade mesophyll, and values from more than twelve locations along the mesophyll layer of each segment were averaged, using the mean of three replicates as representative. The leaf rolling index (LRI) was determined by dividing the distance of the cross axis perpendicular to the axis of the rolling leaf midrib to the width of leaf section, where \( 0 < \text{LRI} \leq 1 \) (1 = flat leaf), and was used as an indicator of the magnitude of leaf rolling after dissection. The size of bulliform cells was determined by first hand drawing boundaries around each cell then computed using the SimplePCI “Area” function. The size ratio of bulliform cells to mesophyll (bulliform/mesophyll ratio) was computed for plants treated with different N rates, and was used to represent leaf movement strength (Buléon et al., 1998); a large ratio represents stronger leaf movement.

In Experiment II, rice from four mounds was sampled at the panicle initiation stage from each of three targeted treatment regions. This occurred on 2 May 2003 for the first cropping season and on 25 September 2003 for the second cropping season. The leaf chlorophyll content was then determined by the modified method of Lee et al. (2002).

**Statistical analyses**

The graphs were plotted using SigmaPlot 8.0.2 (SPSS ASC BV, The Netherlands). All variables were determined and averaged in each replicate. The mean and standard error of three replicates were calculated. The correlation coefficient (r) between the measured aerial N content and the amount of N fertilizer applied was computed. In correlation analysis for N effect evaluation, coefficient of determination \((R^2)\) between the measured anatomical leaf characteristics and band reflectance to aerial N or chlorophyll content was calculated.

**RESULTS**

Nitrogen content of aerial plant portions at the panicle initiation stage increased linearly with increasing N application rates (Figure 1). The values increased more rapidly in plants grown during the second cropping season than in those grown during the first cropping season.

Anatomical characteristics of leaf blade cross-sections are shown (Figure 2). The mesophyll layer of leaf blades from the upper-most fully expanded leaves were primarily composed of folded parenchyma cells, which were densely packed with chloroplasts giving the dark blue appearance when stained with 1% safranin-fast green. Vascular bundles were arranged parallel to each other throughout the leaf, where the xylem, phloem and bundle sheath of the vascular system were recognized. Bulliform cells, also called motor cells, were located between vascular bundles and at the bottom of the furrows of the upper epidermal surface. Starch granules were more loosely distributed and packed in the parenchyma cells in plants with higher N content (Figure 3).
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**Figure 1.** Changes in aerial nitrogen content to the application rates of nitrogen fertilizer for rice plants (*Oryza sativa* L. cv. Tainung 67) grown in the first and the second cropping seasons of 2001.
The size ratio of bulliform to mesophyll cells and the aerial N content was best fitted by quadratic functions for both the first and second season crops (Figure 4). The ratio decreased after reaching the maximum value, 1.71% for the first season crop and 1.89% for the second season crop. The mean leaf blade thickness altered significantly in plants having different N status (Figure 5). Leaf thickness increased progressively with increasing aerial N content in a curvilinear fashion. At the same N level, rice plants grown during the second cropping season tended to have thicker leaf blades than those grown during the first cropping season.

Rice leaves appeared to roll up both visually and anatomically when excised from intact plants (Figure 6), but did so to a lesser extent when treated with amounts of N fertilizer. The values of leaf rolling index (LRI) against those of the aerial N content showed a positive linear relationship for both cropping seasons (Figure 7). Plants with higher aerial N content had higher LRI values, i.e. more flattened leaves. The leaf water content (LWC) changed in a curvilinear trend in the measured range of aerial N content, and leaves of plants grown during the first cropping season had higher LWC levels than those grown with the same N amount during the second cropping season (Figure 8).
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**Figure 2.** Internal leaf structure and anatomical characteristics observed in rice plants (*Oryza sativa* L. cv. TNG 67) cross-sections at the panicle initiation stage.
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**Figure 3.** Epidermal cell segment differences in starch granule packing observed in leaf cross-sections from the upper-most fully expanded leaves of rice plants (*Oryza sativa* L. cv. Tainung 67) grown with different rates of N application. ×300.
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**Figure 4.** Changes in bulliform/mesophyll ratio to aerial N content for rice plants (*Oryza sativa* L. cv. Tainung 67) grown during the first and the second cropping seasons of 2001.
Although not statistically significant due to the limited sample size, plants with elevated N contents tended to have higher total leaf chlorophyll measurements at the panicle initiation stage during both cropping seasons (Figure 9). Reflectance values of the visible wavebands (BLUE, GREEN and RED) decreased with increasing N content in leaves, but reflectance in the NIR band increased with increasing N content (Figure 10). Negative correlations were observed in reflectance at BLUE, GREEN and RED wavebands with LRI while a positive correlation existed for the NIR band (Figure 11).

Figure 5. Changes in thickness of leaf blades to aerial N content for rice plants (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67) grown during the first and the second cropping seasons of 2001.

Figure 6. Features of leaf rolling observed in leaf cross-sections from the upper-most fully expanded leaves of rice plants (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67) grown with different rates of N application. ×150.

Figure 7. Changes in leaf rolling index (LRI) to aerial N content for rice plants (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67) grown during the first and the second cropping seasons of 2001.

Figure 8. Changes in leaf water content (LWC) to aerial N content for rice plants (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67) grown during the first and the second cropping seasons of 2001.

Figure 9. Changes in total leaf chlorophyll content to aerial N content for rice plants (Oryza sativa L. cv. Tainung 67) grown during the first and the second cropping seasons of 2003.
DISCUSSION

The N content increase in the aerial portion, shown in Figure 1, was more pronounced in plants grown during the second cropping season (0.0054% N increase per kg of N applied) than in those grown in the first cropping season (0.0037% N increase per kg of N applied). This was considered to be due to the difference in weather conditions during the two cropping seasons. As temperature and irradiance were higher in the vegetative growth phase of the second cropping season, relative to that of the first cropping season, the rapid plant growth at the early growth stage might favor N accumulation in the aerial parts of rice plants grown during the second crop season (Lin, 1979).

The bulliform cell enlargement within the mesophyll layer (Figure 4) is a logical response to higher N since the function of bulliform cells is to control leaf movements (Buléon et al., 1998) and more turgid and larger leaves were observed in plants having higher N levels. However, the bulliform/mesophyll ratio decreased after reaching the threshold values (1.71% for the first season crop and 1.89% for the second season crop), implying that there was a size limit for bulliform cells.

Leaves of rice plants with higher N content had dispersed and less condensed starch granules (Figure 3), which implied fewer stored reserves. Besides, plants with higher aerial N content had higher LRI values (Figure 7) and higher LWC (Figure 8), which suggested that plants with higher N levels attain a superior leaf expanding vigor and thus exert a stronger outward tension to impede leaf rolling. Thicker leaves (Figure 5) and higher LWC (Figure 8) were also in accordance with the observed vigorous growth of plants enhanced by an abundant N supply. These phenomena in turn explained the positive relationship between LRI and aerial N content and the bulliform/mesophyll ratio increase and the increasing N level.

Leaf chlorophyll content altered the leaf transmittance and reflectance in the visible region (Blackmer et al., 1996; Hansen and Schjoerring, 2003). The higher chlorophyll content of rice plants with higher N content (Figure 9) tended to absorb more strongly in the visible region, which resulted in the decrease of reflectance at BLUE, GREEN, and RED bands (Figure 10). Reflectance in the near-infrared region is related to the diffraction at air-liquid interface within the leaves, and is thus affected by internal leaf structure and canopy architecture (Guyot, 1990). The increases of reflectance at NIR were related to increases of crop biomass, leaf area index and canopy water content (Guyot, 1990; Broge and Leblanch, 2000; Thenkabail et al., 2000; Thenkabail, 2002). Accordingly, the thicker, flatter and more turgid leaves of plants, due to higher N content, would reflect strongly in the NIR band (Figures 10 and 11).

When using canopy reflectance spectrum for plant N status assessment, the predictors used in the regression models should account for as many of these anatomic and physiological changes as possible, but should not be confounded with other unnecessary information such as background soil reflectance, percent cover and variety’s spectrum signature. Shibayama and Akiyama (1986) and Takebe et al. (1990) used canopy reflectance at several bands as plant N status predictors in their models. However, the predictors they used are easily affected by canopy morphology, the spectral characteristics of leaves and soil background (Tarpley et al., 2000). Instead, Inoue et al. (1998) and Xue et al. (2004) used spectral band ratios as plant N status predictors. Though their predictors are helpful in correcting the variation of canopy reflectance resulting from the variation in irradiance, leaf orientation, irradiance angles and shading (Tarpley et al., 2000),
they are still not very useful in eliminating the unwanted background soil reflectance (Gitelson and Merzlyak, 1994; Gitelson et al., 1996; Daughtry et al., 2000).

The derivative type predictor, such as $\frac{dR}{d\lambda}_{775}$ by Lee et al. (2008), accounted for changes of reflectance spectrum between the red to near-infrared region. As shown in this study, the slope of the reflectance spectrum in this region would increase with increasing plant N content, due to the increased absorption by chlorophyll and the reflection by thicker, flatter and more turgid leaves. Additionally, derivative spectral indices can remove the linear feature, such as those from background soil (Steven et al., 1990; Li et al., 1993; Estep and Carter, 2005). In this regard, derivative type predictors may be the better variable for plant N assessment models.

CONCLUSIONS

This study suggests that rice plants exhibit differential morphological, anatomical, and photosynthetic plasticity in response to the N status changes that result when varying amounts of N fertilizer are applied. The correlations between canopy reflectance spectra and anatomical leaf characteristics (e.g., LRI, bulliform/mesophyll ratio and LWC) and chlorophyll content indicate that remote sensing techniques have potential for assessing N status in rice. The derivative type predictors using the transition region between red and near-infrared wavebands have numerous advantages over other predictor types. Such predictors could account for the changes in leaf chlorophyll content and structures induced by plant N content and were less hindered by other influences.
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氮營養狀態對水稻葉片解剖結構、葉綠素含量及植被反射光譜之影響
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應用遙測技術適時提供田間作物氮營養狀態資訊，對於採行精準農業操作，減少過量施用氮肥所造成的環境污染問題非常重要。為能選擇最適當的因子，以建立推估作物氮營養狀態遙測模式，本研究利用不同氮肥用量處理，探討植體氮營養狀態對水稻葉片解剖結構、葉綠素含量及植被反射光譜之影響。研究結果指出，氮含量高的植體，不僅葉片葉綠素含量片較高，葉片也較厚、堅挺且不易捲縮，因此增強植被反射光譜在可見光區的吸收，且提高在近紅外光區的反射。利用植被反射光譜在紅光和近紅外光區的微分值，可以同時考量植體氮營養狀態對葉綠素含量和葉片解剖結構的影響，並降低背景土壤的干擾，因此比單純使用特定波段的反射值或波段比值更適合作為推估作物氮營養狀態迴歸模式的自變數使用。
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